


• Paesaggi dell` anima e del corpo



How do we make the 
best conditions for our 
society and everyday 

life?



The old oak reminds us of the 
short human life…



The rural landscapes as open 
fields and as a food ressource is 

a part of our heritage and 
memory



The new rural paradigm:
The combination of agriculture, 

tourism and landscape 
conservation 



The need for areas to grow 
tomatoes and herbs

The importance to see plants 
develop from seed to fruit



The benefits of aesthetic
surroundings remains as a 
crucial subject for further

investigations…



Gardens, parks and landscape 
planning can be seen as  
landscape metaphores.



decadence ??
or

clever
civilization ??



Green spaces for:
nature elements
social interaktion

stimulation of the senses
sport

learning from nature
ecosystem

healing from stress



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hide aways for deers and 
humans.. 

islands without cars and 
consumption..

Maybe the new trend?



Phenomenons…
Nature is a never ending 

process…



Seasons



Learning from nature in the 
development of the city-life







The multifunctional city life





Strong nature elements in the 
city life is needed

















No money for renewal…



But the need for green spaces 
in the city



And urgent need for bycycle 
parking!!



Contemporary concepts 

the ”hot-pot”



Local identity



Focus on the color…



350 hot-pots 



interaction



Traffic calming





involvement of citizens





Tango









The acceptance of more 
”wilderness” in the parks



Space for irrational feelings is 
needed



• Landscape architecture must see itself a 
an art 

• The stimulation of the human senses is a 
profoundly and everlasting matter.

• The big challenge is to plan a densely 
populated world with the supply of open 
spaces. 

• Landscapes in every scale must be able to 
complement the context 



Landscape as identity for 
planning



The transformation of industrial  
harbour into a living room



Using plants of



Cars in the basement = 50 cm 
of soil for plants









Spaces for activity









The waves of grass







Parks and green spaces
reminds us of the things in life, 
that are more important than 

comsumption



Important to value landscapes as a 
human fundament  

 



• .

The human being is dependant 
on nature

The living outside Paradise was 
always a challenge



• We have to keep on reminding our selves 
of the values of parks and open 
landscapes!



We could develop   green hot 
spots for the encouragement of 
new ways of thinking of human 

values..


